
Much wants more and loses all

Description

The collective post-West has been running amok for the last two weeks. The powers that be make
believe that they did not expect that events would unfold the way they are unfolding now (though they
did their best to make things happen as they are happening) and they make a show imposing
sanctions on the aggressor and assuring the populace that the aggressor sooner or later will cave in.
There is yet a third aspect to the phenomenon: the same powers that be want the people to forget that
merely twenty years back they themselves assaulted Yugoslavia/Serbia, used missiles with depleted
uranium, bombed cities and shot at civilians. Of course, that earlier event was a humanitarian action
while the current one is a brutal act of aggression, but we digress.

Now there is a big misconception on the part of the post-West about Russia. If the Western media
claim the Russian people are against the war or that the Russian people are about to rebel and
overthrow President Putin, then they are either delusional or lying through their teeth. Reality is
something that refuses to obey our wishes. The Russian people have rallied around their president and
and their authorities; the Russian people – unlike citizens of the post-Western countries – are patriotic
and ready to sacrifice themselves in defence of their fatherland. Western sanctions? The post-West
may withdraw businesses and impose sanctions on Russian oligarchs, which is music to the ears of
the Russian people. They resented Western dominance anyway and they will be more than happy to
see the oligarchs mopped up from their society. Russians view the hostilities as a repeat of the Great
Patriotic War of 1941-1945. Contrary to what has been done to the Western collective mentality, the
Russian authorities under Vladimir Putin took great efforts to raise Russia’s citizens in patriotic values.
Russians are going to win because they do not care about money so much as the West does. That’s
one big misconception that Western people have about their opponents from the East.

It is the West that cannot imagine a life without money and the resultant luxuries. Sanctions or no
sanctions, Western companies will sooner or later (I bet: sooner) resume business with Russia
because – as everybody in the West knows – “money makes the world go round”. No less a person
than Comrade Lenin famously said: capitalists will sell us the rope with which we will make a noose to
hang them. And so they will, make no bones about it.

Yes, the West is ready to go to war with Russia so long as it has… Ukrainian, Polish, Romanian,
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Lithuanian, Latvian or Estonian soldiers at its disposal. The moment the West runs out of those
soldiers, its leaders will go back to the negotiating table with the Kremlin. Do you want any evidence?
Here you are. 

A few days ago Americans tried to set Poland against Russia in that they suggested to Warsaw that it
send Soviet-made MiG aircraft to Ukraine. Though the Polish authorities usually oblige the West’s
wishes, this time they had second thoughts about the proposal and replied that they were ready to
send the said aircraft to the American air base in Rammstein so that Americans could pass them over
to Kiev. And you know what? Washington was beside itself with annoyance! You see? The dog was
expected to bite the bear, with the dog’s owner watching from the sidelines and biding his time.

Just picture it to yourself. Warsaw sens the MiG aircraft to Ukraine, Moscow regards it (and rightly so!)
as a hostile act and fires a couple of missiles against selected targets in Polish territory. What do you
think the West would do? Yes, you guessed it right. The West would express its great indignation and
impose a set of new sanctions… for a time.

Talking about President Putin, who – according to the Western analysts is about to be toppled either
by the people closest to him or by the nation – his Christian name is Vladimir, and Vladimir was the
name of the grand prince of Rus’ who united the many Slavic tribes and christened them. He went
down in history as Vladimir the Great. The chances are – whether you like it or not – that Putin is going
to be another Vladimir the Great.

The current war means the end of the world that we have been accustomed to. We are entering a new
cold war period and a new division of the globe with the United States, Great Britain, and the European
Union on the one side, and Russia and China on the other. This new world throws a monkey wrench
into the plans forged by globalists of the Klaus Schwab ilk. Or, globalism will be reduced to the
Western world. The international rules that all the countries have up to now tried to abide by are no
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more valid for Russia, and consequently sooner or later for others because of the domino effect. Being
beleaguered by the West, Moscow will have no intention to play by the rules created in this West. Why
should it?

Sanctions work both ways. Russia has a lot to offer, be it crude oil, natural gas, rare metals or what
not. Look back into the past! The Bolsheviks that took reins of power after 1917 were hated by the
West. Lo and behold, it did not take many years for the capitalists to resume business with the hated
communists; similarly, after the Second World War the Soviet Union was regarded as a hostile empire
and yet, and despite that, business between the West and the Soviets went as usual. How about
China? It was Taiwan that was first supported by the West, yet slowly but surely Washington reversed
course, left Taiwan to its own devices and resumed contacts with Beijing. Since – as said above –
money makes the world go round, the greedy capitalists helped China develop in that they outsourced
almost all production to the Middle Kingdom. Do you think it is going to be different now with regard to
Russia?

When Ukraine is eventually conquered by Russia, what will the elites in such small countries like
Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia – all bordering on Russia – think about their security and the ability of the
collective West to help them? I want to see that man or that woman who really thinks that NATO will go
to war with Russia over Estonia or Latvia.

Ukraine has been exploited by Western companies for thirty long years. All those contacts with
democracies and capitalism did not benefit the country at all. It only benefited a handful of people, who
fled Ukraine before the hostilities, leaving the rank and file behind. Rumour has it that President
Zelensky is kept in the American embassy in Warsaw though we are all made to believe that he
remains in Kiev. How much would you bet on President Zelensky residing in Kiev, a city that is about to
be soon encircled?
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The West could have further exploited Ukraine and teased Russia but it simply overplayed its hand.
Precisely as it is described in this fable by Aesop where a goose laying golden eggs is killed by the
greedy owners. The moral? Much wants more and loses all. Now that Moscow is taking retaliatory
steps like shutting down media outlets that propagated Western ideas and Western lifestyle the West
has lost its ideological bridgehead inside Russia that it has held for thirty years. The West reallythought
it was ready to make a killing. A big killing. Western elites really thought Russia would bewithdrawing
from its positions further and further; they really believed the Navalny kind of Russiandissenters that
the Russian people were all against the authorities. Worse, the West still thinks thatRussians will force
their president to surrender because otherwise common people will be stripped ofthe opportunity to eat
hamburgers and cheeseburgers in McDonald’s restaurants in Moscow andPetersburg! Sure, there are
some such people who are ready to trade their country for ham- andcheeseburgers, but then it is a
splinter from the large whole. The majority accustomed to Russia’sgreatness are not willing to sell this
greatness off. Plus, they are not attracted by the Western values ofmarried homosexuals or the many
sexes that are invented by the month. That’s also something thatthe post-West is not aware of.
Remember also that millions of Russians have bitter recollections of theYeltsin era during which
western-style capitalism promised them well-being and brought poverty,unrest and humiliation instead.
That’s one big reason why President Putin is appreciated by the vastmajority of the population: he put
an end to chaos and brought in stability. If you think Russians dreamabout homosexual parades in
their cities or pregnant soldiers in their army or the many genderpronouns, you cannot be more
delusional.

There is one more explanation to all what is occurring. The West went to great lengths to have Russia
and Ukraine clash for the sheer purpose of weakening both countries. This is one sure way of
preserving world preponderance, is it not? Lead nations to war the moment you see they have
developed too much and too fast. The United States achieved its global dominance because the
Second World War wreaked havoc with the economies of Germany, Great Britain, France, Russia, Italy
and Japan – the world’s powerhouses. After the cessation of the hostilities all those countries needed
American aid and American dollars and were compelled to accept almost all the dictates from
Washington.

Look at the present political map of the world. Iraq, Syria, Libya, Afghanistan, Ukraine, the countries of
former Yugoslavia, the states that went through an array of all those colour revolutions: they are reeling
under the blows of all manner of war, civil war, social upheaval and the attendant economic collapse.
Which country emerges victorious? Yes, sure, the one that has not been directly engaged in the
conflict. A classic case of two dogs fighting for a bone with a third running away with it.

Russia and Ukraine will lose a number of people (killed, wounded, displaced); Ukraine will have its
economy ruined; Poland is already accommodating a million (and rising!) Ukrainians who somehow do
not want to defend their country and prove their rights to it (If you say that women and children do not
or should not take part in hostilities, then think again); Warsaw will have a lot of trouble with them. Who
emerges victorious? You know who. Vice-President Kamala Harris visited Poland to reassuringly pat
the Polish nation on the shoulder in recognition of Poland’s hospitality towards Ukrainians. She knows
that such gestures work with Poles. The supranational elites hating ethnically monolithic countries are
rubbing their hands in glee. At last Poland, this ethnically and religiously monolithic nation, is changing
to a mix of Poles and Ukrainians, of Catholic and Orthodox Christians, to be later skilfully set off
against each other like Croats and Serbs if Warsaw should fail to toe the Western party line.
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